OFFICERS

PRESIDENT  JUSTIN LOTURCO
VICE-PRESIDENT  HILLARY HARDARDT
SECRETARY  SAMANTHA LYNCH
TREASURER  RACHEL CARPENTER
TUTORING COORDINATOR  LEAH BUTZ

ADVISORS

MONICA RACZ
PATRICIA AVELLI

MEMBERS OF THE LOGARHYTHMS

BRENDAN WIRTH—CELLO
ELISA MEDINA-JAUDES—CELLO
SAMUEL LATT—CELLO
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THE NATHAN HALE CHAPTER
OF THE NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
AND JUNIOR COLLEGE
MATHEMATICS CLUB

EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL INDUCTION CEREMONY

January 8, 2015
HUNTINGTON HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
7:30 P.M.
PROGRAM

PRELUDE
THE LOGARHYTHMS

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
HILLARY HARDARDT
VICE PRESIDENT

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
MEAGHAN MCARThUR

WELCOME
JUSTIN LOTURCO
PRESIDENT

REMARKS
MRS. PATRICIA AVELLI
ADVISOR

INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER
MRS. MONICA RACZ
ADVISOR

GUEST SPEAKER
MS. KATIE CONEYS
BARCLAYS BANK—ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT

PRESENTATION OF INDUCTEES
HILLARY HARDARDT
VICE PRESIDENT
SAMANTHA LYNCH
SECRETARY
RACHEL CARPENTER
TREASURER
LEAH BUTZ
TUTORING COORDINATOR

THE ENTRANCE OF
THE QUEEN OF SHEBA

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO A RECEPTION IN FRONT
OF THE AUDITORIUM IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE
PROGRAM

INDUCTEES

Sofia Bialkowski
Cole Blackburn
Jesus Bruno
Nina Cartwright
Samantha Conte
Kaitlin Dayton
Thomas Dayton
Dylan DelGiudice
Ethan Dwyer
Nancy Fallon
Aaron Feltman
Jack Gallagher
Benjamin Hebert
Ekaterina Koulakova
Alexandra Koumas
Samuel Latt
Holly LoTurco
Ripley Mars
Matthew McBride
Caroline McCartney
Elisa Medina-Jaudes
Justin Meyer
Shane Meyers
Ellaha Asar Nadi
Spencer Pashkin
Caroline Petrozzo
Catherine Reilly
Savannah Richardson
Lena Scarpulla
Dylan Schedler
Mary Sheehan
Emily Shutman
Cara Sorrentino
Olivia Stamatatos
Emily Williams
Steve Yeh

Current Members
Usra Amin, Charles Beers, Megan Boyce, Leah Butz, Rachel Carpenter, Elizabeth Corrao, Justin Edgar-McNerney, Heather Forster, Hillary Hardardt, Omotayo Ikuomenisan, Caitlin Knowles, Patrick Lombardi, Olivia Lopez, Justin LoTurco, Samantha Lynch, Hanna Murphy, Kathleen Nugent, Kylie Palmer, Suzanne Petryk, Matthew Reed, John Reilly, Joseph Saginaw, Amy Schmelter, Ketevani Tsotskolauri, Meelod Wafajow, Kaitlin Wascher, Brendan Wirth, Lana Ziegler